By Ken Regan, NBC 

Saturday, April 5, 1997

The events leading to the release of the CBS 60 Minutes report on ABC's "The Good Morning America" show were announced by network president Al Milgrom today. He said, "We are confident that this report will show that the program is not as good as we thought it was." He also announced that the network will cease broadcasting the show on ABC.

ABC's "The Good Morning America" show has been struggling since its inception. The show, which airs weekdays at 5 a.m., has been criticized for its low ratings and lack of relevance to the target audience. Despite these challenges, the show has managed to maintain a loyal following among early risers and has become a staple of morning television.

The network has been exploring ways to revitalize the show, including adding more celebrity guests and changing the format to include more current events. However, the network has been hesitant to make significant changes due to concerns about audience loyalty.

Milgrom said, "We are committed to the show and believe that it has the potential to be successful. We will continue to work on the show to improve its ratings and relevance to the audience."
1986, General Hospital's recurring gay character Jon Hanley (Lee Mathis) died of AIDS on the show and in real life.

The network ratings for the week of April 13, 1997, showed that ABC was the top-rated network, followed by NBC and CBS. The Nielsen ratings, which measure the number of households that watched a show, were also provided for each program.

On Saturday, April 26, 1997, the show 'Northern Exposure' was broadcast and the ratings were noted.